The energies and eigenvectors for long-wavelength acoustic spin waves in yttrium iron garnet are calculated neglecting spin-wave interactions, but including the effects of anisotropy and dipolar interactions. The sublattice magnetization is found to be S α z (T)=S−δ α −cT−A α T 3/2 −B α T 5/2 −C α T 7/2 ⋯. Here α labels the sublattice a or d, δ α expresses the effect of zero-point motion, and cT is the Holstein-Primakoff correction for dipolar interactions. Expressions in terms of the exchange integrals J aa , J dd , J ad , and J ad ′, where J ad ′ describes interactions between next-nearest-neighbor a and d sites, are given for A α , B α , and, when J ad ′=0, for C α . The spin-wave spectrum of some substituted garnets and the effect of spin-wave interactions on the zero-point disordering are treated in appendices. The energies and eigenvectors for long-wavelength acoustic spin waves in yttrium iron garnet are calculated neglecting spin-wave interactions, but including the effects of anisotropy and dipolar interactions. The sublattice magnetization is found to be S '(T) =S -8 -cT -A, T'~-B T5~' -C TI~2~~. Here o. labels the sublattice a or d, b"expresses the effect of zero-point motion, and cT is the Holstein-Primakoff correction for dipolar interactions. Expressions in terms of the exchange integrals J "Jzz, J,~, and J,z', where J~z' describes interactions between next-nearest-neighbor u and d sites, are given for A, 8, and, when J, q' --0, for C~. The spin-wave spectrum of some substituted garnets and the effect of spin-wave interactions on the zero-point disordering are treated in appendices.
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"See, for instance, L. R. Walker in Magnetism, edited by G. T. The purpose of the present paper is to calculate the coef5cients n, p, and y for each sublattice in terms of the exchange coefFicients. Previously' we had obtained expressions for n and P in the analogous expansion for the total magnetization. In order to obtain the sublattice magnetization we study in more detail the transformation to normal 
where E"is the number of bcc unit cells, so that 1V", = p 1; V=-2, X", a2. n=l, s
where 1. &p&8 and
In Eq. (2.8a) cr and P each assume the values a or d, and R' is summed over the values, if any, such that (nn) and~(n'P)+R' are nearest-neighbor lattice sites within the sublattices a and P, respectively. In (2.8b) with 9&p&20. Substituting these expressions into Tmzz III. The matrix -M""(-k). Here D=20J,g+20J,g' -20Jgg and 1mn =5 Jpg exp(iul lk +mk"+nk, g/8). 
Note that excitation of any mode decreases the sublattice magnetizations, whereas the total magnetization decreases or increases according to the choice of sign in where Ho is the externally applied magnetic field. Next we consider the effects of anisotropy. We will show that the anisotropy of acoustic spin waves must be of the form gPHgQpt(k) Qo(k) . the Hamiltonian (3.11), the coefficients in the transformed Hamiltonian are independent of wavevector. Just as for the dipolar interactions we will neglect the k dependence of the coefficients one obtains when the transformation to the normal modes is made. We then conclude that the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian which refers to the acoustic spin-wave mode isof the form of Eq. (3.10). Note that terms of the type EQot(k)Qot( -k) (3.12a) are inconsistent with the over-all cubic symmetry of the lattice. The term (3.12a) corresponds to an anisotropy energy of the form E(M,, ' M,,o+2iM~"), (-3.12b) which is incompatible with the threefold symmetry about the easy, i.e. , [111] ,axis along which the magnetization is assumed to lie. The coeKcient gPH~can be Har= Ho+H~+Hn.
(3.15)
The thermodynamic properties follow in a straightforward way'4:
S" (SIR,I0)=(9IR,I0)=0; 
